Framework Benefits


Free to access framework
that will save procurement
time and cost



Easy to use—no need to run
mini competitions













Choice of promotional event
or always open models

Motivate and engage employees and demonstrate the
value that you place on them

Employees can choose from
a range of products at competitive prices, paid through
gross salary

User-friendly online shopping experience

Secure, encrypted systems
and processes

Commercial Procurement Services
Salary Sacrifice (Personal and Home Technology) Schemes
Multi Supplier National Framework Agreement
Reference F/004/SAL/17/IB
OJEU Notice ref: 2017/S 175-358500

What…

How...

The Countess of Chester Hospital

This Framework Agreement is offered in

Commercial Procurement Services has

2 Lots. Public sector bodies can select

awarded a multi-lot national framework

the

agreement with two Lots, each Lot

requirement.

having a single supplier, to deliver
Optional

Remuneration

(OPRA)

benefit

Arrangement

schemes

that

most

appropriate

Lot

for

their

Lot 1: Promotional Windows Based
Salary Sacrifice Schemes

will

This Lot is designed for Participating

provide a range of personal and home

Organisations who prefer to concentrate

technology employee benefits in two

their salary sacrifice schemes around

different ways to suit the needs of

specific events or specific times of the

Participating Organisations.

year.

Who...

Promotional windows may be seasonallybased (e.g. Easter, summer holidays,

The framework offers a fully compliant

back to school, Christmas) and/or based

route for all NHS and other public sector

around particular events, such as major

bodies. Services are provided by:

sporting championships.
Lot 2: Always Open Salary Sacrifice
Scheme

Fully compliant with the latest tax regulations

The

salary

sacrifice

scheme

is

permanently available to employees of a


Expert advice and support in
setting up schemes

Participating Organisation. This allows

Contact…
Andrew O’Connor



Expert advice and support
on the application of Salary
Sacrifice schemes

employees to take advantage of the
scheme at a time which suits them.

07890 742 245
info@coch-cps.co.uk

Countess of Chester Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Moston Lodge, Chester CH2 1UL

WWW.COCH-CPS.CO.UK

